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Q:-1) What is Soil Erosion? (May 2013) 

 
Ans:-1) Soil erosion 
 
Removal of topsoil faster than the soil forming processes can replace 

it, due to natural, animal, and human activity (over grazing, over cultivation, 

forest clearing, mechanized farming, etc.).  

Soil erosion results in land infertility and leads to desertification and 

devastating flooding. 

 

Q:-2) How does the phenomenon of Eutrophication occur? (May 2013) 

 
Ans:-2) Eutrophication – “The enrichment of bodies of fresh water by 

inorganic plant nutrients (e.g. nitrate, phosphate). It may occur naturally but 

can also be the result of human activity (cultural eutrophication from 

fertilizer runoff and sewage discharge) and is particularly evident in slow-

moving rivers and shallow lakes … Increased sediment deposition can 
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eventually raise the level of the lake or river bed, allowing land plants to 

colonize the edges, and eventually converting the area to dry land.”  

 
Q:-3) What is meant by Thermal Pollution? (May 2013) 

 

Ans:-3) Thermal pollution is the degradation of water quality by any 

process that changes ambient water temperature. 

A common cause of thermal pollution is the use of water as 

a coolant by power plants and industrial manufacturers. When water used as 

a coolant is returned to the natural environment at a higher temperature, 

the change in temperature decreases oxygen supply, and affects 

ecosystem composition. Urban runoff–storm water discharged to surface 

waters from roads and parking lots–can also be a source of elevated water 

temperatures. 

 

Q:-4) Define Biomagnification with an example? (May 2013) 

Ans:-4) Biomagnification, also known as bioamplification or biological 

magnification, is the increase in concentration of a substance that occurs in 

a food chain as a consequence of: 

 Persistence (can't be broken down by environmental processes) 

 Food chain energetics 

 Low (or nonexistent) rate of internal degradation/excretion of the 

substance (often due to water-insolubility) 
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Q:-5) What is meant by Urban Heat Island? (May 2013) 
 

Ans:-5) Urban Heat Island (UHI) refers to the tendency for a city or town 

to remain warmer than its surroundings, by as much as 10 deg. F or more. 

This effect is caused mostly by the lack of vegetation and soil moisture, 

which would normally use the absorbed sunlight to evaporate water as part 

of photosynthesis (a process called "evapotranspiration"). This is also the 

reason why forests are cooler than deserts. 

 

Q:-6) What is Ecological Succession? 

Ans:-6) Ecological Succession, a fundamental concept in ecology, refers to 

more-or-less predictable and orderly changes in the composition or 

structure of an ecological community. 

Succession may be initiated either by formation of new, unoccupied habitat 

(e.g., a lava flow or a severe landslide) or by some form of disturbance (e.g. 

fire, severe windthrow, logging) of an existing community. 

 

Q:-7) What is Rain Water Harvesting? (May 2012) 
 

Ans:-7) Rainwater harvesting is the accumulation and deposition of 

rainwater for reuse before it reaches the aquifer. Uses include water for 

garden, water for livestock, water for irrigation, and indoor heating for 

houses etc.. In many places the water collected is just redirected to a deep pit 

with percolation. The harvested water can be used as drinking water as well 

as for storage and other purpose like irrigation. 
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Q:-9) HIV/AIDS. (May 2012) 

Ans:-9) AIDS (Acquired immune deficiency syndrome or acquired 

immunodeficiency syndrome) is a disease caused by a virus called HIV 

(Human Immunodeficiency Virus). The illness alters the immune system, 

making people much more vulnerable to infections and diseases. This 

susceptibility worsens as the disease progresses. 

Q:-10) Fertilizers. (May 2012) 

Ans:-10) Fertilizers are materials used to provide plant nutrients which are 

deficient in soils.  

Many fertilizers are extracted and purified from natural deposits in the earth. 

Materials such as sulpomag, muriate of potash and triple super phosphate 

are all produced from naturally occurring minerals. 

Some materials, such as urea and ammonium nitrate are synthetic, but 

provide plants with the same nutrients that are found naturally in the soil.  

 
Q:-11) Floods. (May 2012) 
 

Ans:-11) A Flood is the submerging with water of a normally dry area. Floods 

are caused by many things, including rainstorms, slow water run-off, 

earthquakes, broken dams, underwater volcanic eruptions and tsunamis, or 

hurricanes. 

 

 



Q:-12) Benefits of DAMS. (Dec 2012) 

Ans:-12) Dams and Reservoirs contribute significantly in fulfilling the 

following basic human needs: -  

 WATER FOR DRINKING AND INDUSTRIAL USE 

 IRRIGATION 

 FLOOD CONTROL 

 HYDRO POWER GENERATION 

 INLAND NAVIGATION 

 RECREATION 

 

Q:-13) Food Webs. (Dec 2012) 
 

Ans:-13) A Food Web consists of all the food chains in a single ecosystem. 

Each living thing in an ecosystem is part of multiple food chains. Each food 

chain is one possible path that energy and nutrients may take as they move 

through the ecosystem. All of the interconnected and overlapping food 

chains in an ecosystem make up a food web. 

 

Q:-14) Chipko Movement. (Dec 2012) 
 

Ans:-14) Chipko Movement is a socio-environmental movement started by 

Sunderlal Bahuguna. This was started to stop the cutting of trees. In this 

movement people glued themselves to the branches of the trees so that the 

woodcutters could not cut the tree. This movement was very effective and 

soon spread all over the country. 



Q:-16) Estuaries. (Dec 2012) 

Ans:-16) An Estuary is a body of water formed where freshwater from rivers 

and streams flows into the ocean, mixing with the seawater. Estuaries and 

the lands surrounding them are places of transition from land to sea, and 

from freshwater to saltwater. Although influenced by the tides, estuaries are 

protected from the full force of ocean waves, winds, and storms by the reefs, 

barrier islands, or fingers of land, mud, or sand that surround them. 

 
Q:-17) Define Ecosystem. (Dec 2011) 
 

Ans:-17) An Ecosystem includes all of the living things (plants, animals and 

organisms) in a given area, interacting with each other, and also with their 

non-living environments (weather, earth, sun, soil, climate, atmosphere). 

 

Q:-18) What are major sources of Air Pollution. (Dec 2011) 
 

Ans:-18) Sources of air pollution  

Undesirable materials can be emitted to the atmosphere from either natural 

or human sources. The air pollution caused by nature is generally small, 

compared to anthropogenic pollution.  

Natural sources of air pollution 

Some of the natural sources of air pollution are organic compounds from 

vegetation, ground dust, salt spray from oceans, hydrogen sulfides from 

natural sources, cosmic dust etc. During catastrophes large amount  
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of gases and ash from volcanic eruptions, gases and smoke from forest, grass, 

and swamp fires blacken the skies and increase the background pollution 

levels for years even at points distant from the original  

source. Radon, fog and mist, and ozone are the most common natural air 

pollutants.  

 

Man-made air pollution 

Man-made air pollution sources can be divided into three different groups, 

as (1) point sources, (2) area sources, and (3) line sources. Industries, power 

plants, oil refineries etc. with their tall stacks are a major  

source of air pollution and are considered to point sources. Residential areas, 

apartments, office buildings, hospitals, and schools are also major 

contributors of air pollution. These are area sources of air pollution.  

Highways are considered to be line sources of air pollution. Some man-made 

air pollution sources are motor vehicles, industrial facilities, power plants, 

space heating, refuse disposal, and transportation services. 

 

Q:-19) Differentiate b/w Natural and Manmade Disaters. (Dec 2011) 

Ans:-19) Disasters fall into two major categories. These include man made 

and natural disasters. There is a major difference between these two and it is 

important to learn more about the same in order to increase your knowledge 

on the occurrence and causes of each and hence ensure that your disaster 

preparedness is heightened. 
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For starters, natural disasters are brought about by change in natural 

phenomenon or what is known as acts of God. The extent of loss experienced 

is dependent on the vulnerability of the population. As such, this means that 

this can only occur in areas that are susceptible to vulnerability. On the 

other hand, man made disasters are influenced by humans and they are 

often as a result of negligence and human error among other factors. 

 Natural disasters: Natural disasters include things such as floods, 

volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, floods, tornadoes, landslides and 

hurricanes. 

 Man made disasters: These can be divided into different categories 

and they include technological hazards, sociological hazards and 

transportation hazards among others. 

 

Q:-20) What is Bio-Diversity. (Dec 2011) 

Ans:-20) The term Biodiversity refers to the variety of life on Earth at all its 

levels, from genes to ecosystems, and the ecological and evolutionary 

processes that sustain it. Biodiversity includes not only species we consider 

rare, threatened, or endangered, but every living thing — even organisms we 

still know little about, such as microbes, fungi, and invertebrates. 

Biodiversity is important everywhere; species and habitats in your area as 

well as those in distant lands all play a role in maintaining healthy 

ecosystems. 

 



Q:-21) Define population explosion. (Dec 2011) 
 

Ans:-21) Population explosion is the rapid increase of a population. In 

other words population explosion occurs when a species has a birth rate that 

is significantly greater than its death rate. 

 

Q:-22) What are major sources of Water Pollution. (Dec 2010) 
 

Ans:-22) There are many causes for water pollution but two general 

categories exist:  

Direct sources include effluent outfalls from factories, refineries, waste 

treatment plants etc. that emit fluids of varying quality directly into urban 

water supplies. In the United States and other countries, these practices are 

regulated, although this doesn't mean that pollutants can't be found in these 

waters.  

 

Indirect sources include contaminants that enter the water supply from 

soils/groundwater systems and from the atmosphere via rain water. Soils and 

ground waters contain the residue of human agricultural practices 

(fertilizers, pesticides, etc.) and improperly disposed of industrial wastes. 

Atmospheric contaminants are also derived from human practices (such as 

gaseous emissions from automobiles, factories and even bakeries).  

 

 

 



Q:-23) What is photochemical smog. (Dec 2010) 
 

Ans:-23) Photochemical smog is a unique type of air pollution which is 

caused by reactions between sunlight and pollutants like hydrocarbons and 

nitrogen dioxide. Although photochemical smog is often invisible, it can be 

extremely harmful, leading to irritations of the respiratory tract and eyes. In 

regions of the world with high concentrations of photochemical smog, 

elevated rates of death and respiratory illnesses have been observed. 

 

Q:-24) What is Forest Management. (Dec 2010) 
 

Ans:-24) Forest management is a branch of forestry concerned with the 

overall administrative, economic, legal and social aspects and with the 

essentially scientific and technical aspects, especially silviculture, protection, 

and forest regulation. This includes management for aesthetics, fish, 

recreation, urban values, water, wilderness, wildlife, wood products, forest 

genetic resources and other forest resource values. 

 

Q:-25) What do you understand by Ozone Layer. (May 2010) 

Ans:-25) The ozone layer is very important because it stops too many of the 

sun's 'ultra-violet rays' (UV rays) getting through to the Earth - these are the 

rays that cause our skin to tan. Too much UV can cause skin cancer and will 

also harm all plants and animals. Life on Earth could not exist without the 

protective shield of the ozone layer.  
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Q:-26) Name three types of Ecological pyramids. (May 2010) 

Ans:-26) The ecological pyramids are of three types: (i) Pyramid of energy (ii) 

Pyramid and (iii) Pyramid of numbers. 

1. The Pyramid of Energy  

The energy pyramids give the best picture of the overall nature of the 

ecosystem. 

Here there will be gradual decrease in the availability of energy from the 

autotrophs higher trophic levels. In other words, there is decrease in energy 

flow from autotrophs on\ at successive trophic levels. 

In the course of energy flow from one organism to the other, is considerable 

loss of energy in the form of heat. More energy is available in the autotrophs 

t in the primary consumers. The least amount of available energy will be in 

the tertiary consumer. Therefore, shorter the food chain, greater is the 

amount of energy available at the top. 

1. The energy pyramid always upright and errect. 

2. It shows the rate of energy flows at different trophic levels. 

3. It shows that energy is maximum at producer level and minimum at the 

carnivores' level. 

4. At every successive trophic level there is a loss of energy in the form of 

heat, respiration etc. 



2. The Pyramid of Biomass  

They are comparatively more fundamental, as they, instead of the geometric 

factor, show j the quantitative relationships of the standing crops. Here there 

will be gradual decrease in the biomass from the autotrophs to the higher 

trophic levels. This may be illustrated by studying the trophic levels in a 

pond. 

The biomass in autotrophs like algae, green flagellates, green plants etc. is 

the maximum. The biomass is considerably less in the next trophic level 

occupied by secondary consumers like small fishes. The least amount of 

biomass is present in the last trophic level. 

1. This pyramid shows the total biomass at each trophic level in a food chain. 

2. Pyramid in erect. 

3. It indicates a decrease in the biomass at each trophic level from the base to 

apex of pyramid. 

Example: Total biomass than herbivores, which is again more than 

carnivorous. 

3. The Pyramid of Numbers  

They show the relationship between producers, herbivores and carnivores at 

successive trophic levels in terms of their number. Here there will be a 

gradual decrease in the number of individuals from the lower to the higher 



trophic levels. This may be studied by taking the example of trophic levels in 

grassland. 

The grasses occupy the lowest trophic level and they are abundantly present 

in the grassland ecosystem. The deers occupy the second level; their number 

is less than compared to the grasses. 

The wolves, which feed upon the deers, are far less in number when 

compared to the number of deers. The lions, which occupy the next trophic 

level, feed upon wolves, and the number of individuals in the last trophic 

level is greatly reduced. 

In the parasitic food chain, the pyramid of numbers is founds to be inverted. 

Here, a single plant or tree might support varieties of herbivore. These 

herbivores like birds in turn, support varieties of parasites like lice, bugs that 

outnumber the herbivores. 

Subsequently each parasite might support a number of hyperparasites like 

bacteria and fungi, which will outnumber the parasites. Thus from the 

producer level onwards, towards the consumers, in the parasitic food chain 

there is a gradual increase in the number of organisms, instead of the usual 

decrease. 

As a result of this, the pyramid becomes inverted in the parasitic food chain. 

There is a gradual increase in the numbers of individuals from autotrophs to 

the higher trophic levels. 

1. It shows the number of organism at different levels. 



2. The pyramid is errect. 

3. The smaller animals are preyed upon larger animals and smaller animals 

increase faster in number of organism at each stage of food chain, makes a 

triangular figure that is known as pyramid of number. 

 

 

Q:-27) What is meant by Deforestation. (May 2010) 
 

Ans:-27) Deforestation is cutting down and clearing away forest on a very 

large scale. These actions usually results in the deterioration of the land 

quality and have significant impact on weather conditions. Due to the lack of 

trees, the soil is eroded as well as the trees no longer provide a buffer against 

hurricanes and earthquakes. 
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